Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
18 January 2018 15:54
reviews
FW: The Hyson Green Arboretum Boundary

Dan Carlsson-Hyslop
Review Officer
LGBCE
0330 500 1273
From: Joey Chickenskin
Sent: 18 January 2018 15:53
To: Carlsson‐Hyslop, Dan <Dan.Carlsson‐Hyslop@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: The Hyson Green Arboretum Boundary

To whom it may concern,

Hyson Green and Arboretum are both part of a single integrated community. This can be witnessed in a similar architecture and
design that litters both of the proposed wards. It is also evident in the many jointly used facilities and services. A strong component of
the links that the two communities share are the transport links that run right through the heart of the two proposed wards. These
links encompass the tramline and the road network running along Waverley Street and Mount Hogton Road. These easily identifiable
links also result in residents sharing many facilities because of the easy access provided.
The Arboretum in its proposed form of a single‐councillor ward has become separated from many vital facilities. This includes health
centres which within the boundaries of the current Arboretum Ward there are none. Instead the most easily accessible health centres
for the Arboretum are within the proposed Hyson Green ward.
The Arboretum ward has also been severed from the major shops that serve the community. The large Asda store which is within the
Hyson Green ward is the closest significant supermarket to the residents of the Arboretum. Making it an important facility for both the
Hyson Green Ward and those who reside within the Arboretum. The Hyson Green ward also includes a market and other stores along
the Radford Road easily accessible to those within the Arboretum and as such an important artery for the community across both
wards.
The Hyson Green and Arboretum proposed wards both share community centres between them which serve those across both
boundaries. The Arboretum ward includes a women’s centre and an international centre but those residents do not have a community
centre or a youth centre within the boundaries. These instead lie within the Hyson Green boundaries once again demonstrating the
division of a community and its facilities.
When looking at the divide upon a map the most striking visual impact of the division within this community is the separation of the
Arboretum from the outdoor and sporting facilities that the residents use. The Forest Recreation Ground is the largest outdoor space
in the area and lies on the border of the proposed wards. This is not a border though it is a shared space enjoyed by the entire
community and should be recognised as such. It is not only outdoor areas that the Arboretum is split from it is also schools. The
proposed division splits a school catchment area and also deprives the Arboretum ward of any schools within its boundaries. Instead
all of the primary schools which serve the community are within the Hyson Green Boundary. This division removes parents and
students from the schools which they attend. It also seems to impact the Commissions criteria of wanting to establish effective local
government.
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The Split between Hyson Green and Arboretum remove many important facilities from the Arboretum ward. Its link with the proposed
Hyson Green ward are ignored within the proposals and it has become an artificial island severed from the rest of the community to
which it is a part. This separation seems illogical and hypocritical to the Commissions own desire to create wards which encompass
communities and provide effective local governance.

Regards

Paul Maher
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Review Officer (Nottingham )
The Local Government Boundary C ommission for England
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London
SW1P 4QP
14th January 2018
Dear Review Officer for the C ity of Notting ham,
I have been a resident of Lenton (NG7 1JL, NG7 2LP and NG 7 1JD) since 1978 .
I have comments to make about the current wards Dunkirk/Lenton, and Radford /Park .
Because my comments have an impact on o ther wards I will also mentio n the current
wards Wollaton East/Lenton Ab bey and Wollato n West. I have examined the polling
district da ta on your website in order to assis t in my comments.
In your summary of the Recommendatio ns for Notting ham you sta te tha t a good pattern
of wards should:





Provide good electoral equality with each councillor representing, as closely as
possible, the same number of voters.
Reflect community interests and identities and include evidence of community
links.
Be based on strong, easily identifiable boundaries.
Help the council deliver effective and convenient local government.

These requirements, toge ther with the polling data and my knowledge and experience of
living on this side of the city have led me to make the observations tha t follow.
The communities of Dunkirk and Lenton and the Park have nothing s ubstantial in
common with Wolla ton East or Lento n Abbey. This is the case for the age and na ture of
the housing stock, proximity to the C ity centre and the major issues that concern the
communities.
Some of the issues that Dunkirk and Lento n have in common with the Park Esta te but
not with Wollaton Eas t or Lenton Abbey are:
1) The children of both areas can, and many do, attend the same primary school.
2) The two areas have a recent history of buy to let land lords converting family
houses into ho uses in multiple occupancy (HMO). This has had a deleterious effect
on the combined com munities and the strong local residence groups representing
the No ttingham Park and the Lenton drives and Neighbours have worked
together with local councillors to ad dress this problem . Both comm unities have a
concentration of this type rented property far in excess of the average for the city
as a whole.
3) Partly as a result of 2) above, the two comm unities have experienced an increase
in antisocial behavior, high levels of noise at night and groups of young people
who are drinking on the streets on their way to and from town very late at night
or early in the morning.
The two communities are geographically close being bounded by the Derby road to
the north a nd the canal to the south. There are two footpaths that have joined the
two communities since the turn of the 19 th century when the drives were created.

One of these footpaths is mentioned in my proper ty deed confirming that all owners
have a right of access through the footpath to Pelham C rescent in the Park.
I would therefore like to s trongly suppor t the creatio n of a three councillor ward
comprising Dunkirk and Lenton, the Park and the C ity centre . The following table
shows tha t this would be a ward with very good electoral equality that refl ec ts strong
community links and interests. It would also enable the councillors to concentra te on
the common concerns of all elec tors particularly with regard to the licenc ing of
properties and the need to return proper ties to family ho using.
Proposed ward number of electors
Polling distric t

Electoral forecast for 2023

DUNA

2,909

DUNB

1,605

DUNC

855

RPAF

3,296

BRIB

3423

Total

12,088

As the table shows the number of electors per councillor in 2023 would be 4,030 which
is comfortably within 10% of your sugges ted num ber of 3,841 electors per councillor.
As I indicated earlier this would mean that o ther wards in your s ummary of the
Recommendations for No ttingham will be affected by the above proposal.
I would suggest tha t Wolla ton West, Wolla ton East a nd Lenton Abbey should be
combined into two wards with 2 councillors each. The properties in these wards are
similar housing s tock which is low density suburban housing built during a nd after 1920.
They already share local schools and other amenities and are grouped around Wolla ton
Park and Both areas have a low crime rate. Looking at the geographical proximities of
the different voting ditricts would suggest the wards outlined in the two tab les below.
The polling dis tricts included in the firs t of these wards are shown in the tab le below.
Wollaton Park proposed ward number of electors
Polling Distric t

Electoral Forecast for 2023

WOWA

2,436

WOWB

2,110

WOWC

1,383

WLAA

1,151

WLAB

866

Total

7,946

The average number of electors per councillor in 2023 for this ward would be 3,973
which is within 10% of the ‘target’ of 3,841 electors.

The polling dis tricts included in the second of these wards are shown in the next table.
Wollaton Wes t and Le nton Abbey proposed ward number of electors
Polling Distric t

Electoral Forecast for 2023

WOWD

2,208

WOWE

3,085

WLAC

1,033

WLAD

904

WLAE

816

Total

8,046

The average number of electors per councillor in 2023 for this ward would be 4,023
which is within 10% of the ‘target’ of 3,841 electors.
Finally I would like to mention your final point tha t the wards should ‘Help the council
deliver effective and convenient local government.’




The two sugges ted wards consis ting of Wollato n Park and Wollaton West and
Lenton Abbey both fall within Area 4 of the C ity C ouncil’s useful and effectiv e Area
C ommittee system which is for local area decision making and other governance
issues.
The ward tha t combines Dunkirk and Lenton, the Park and the C ity centre falls
within the amb it of Area C ommittee 7 which frequently discusses the issues tha t
are a priority for the residents of this ward. T here is currently a C ommunity
Trigger in progress to look at noise and low level ASB which is a ttended by
residents in Lenton and the Park Esta te who have been affected by the problems.

I formally propose the ward arrangements I have described and look forward to your
reply.
Yours sincerely

Dr J. M. Marriott C Stat.

Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

john marriott <
14 January 2018 18:30
reviews
Re: Automatic reply: Amended comment on Draft recommendations for the City of Nottingham

Dear Review Officer for the City of Nottingham,
With reference to my comments in JMarriottsubmissionB.pdf:
I have just noticed that I have confused post code for Dunkirk and Lenton and Park with Area Committee region
number.
They should read
• Wollaton Park and Wollaton West and Lenton Abbey come under Area Committee 7
• Dunkirk and Lenton and the Park come under Area Committee 4.
Sincerely
John Marriott
Dr J M Marriott CStat

On 14 Jan 2018, at 16:20, reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk> wrote:

Thank you for getting in touch.
Your email has been received (including any attachments) and where necessary will be dealt
with fully in the near future. If it’s a review consultation submission you will receive an
additional acknowledgment notification once the relevant review officer has processed it.
If you wish to contact the Local Government Boundary Commission for England again you
can do so in the following ways:
Post
Local Government Boundary Commission for England, 14th Floor, Millbank Tower,
21‐24 Millbank, London, SW1P 4QP
Phone
0330 500 1525
Email
reviews@lgbce.org.uk
Website
www.lgbce.org.uk
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

AJM
14 January 2018 22:20
reviews
Local Resident Boundary Review submission - Dunkirk and Lenton, Nottingham

Dear Dan Carlsson‐Hyslop and Boundary Review Commission colleagues,

I am a resident of Dunkirk and Lenton Ward in Nottingham. I am writing to contribute a submission to this Review.

This is the first time I have ever taken part, yet alone heard of Boundary Reviews. I'm in my early 30's born and
educated in the UK; which in my own opinion shows how the state education system in the UK (and probably other
places in the world) lacks thorough dissemination of knowledge of such issues that people should be aware of.

I’m aware that I am not submitting any data based evidence as such, specifically due to the lack of time and other
resources I have at my own disposal to contribute a more thorough submission.

What I support

‐

Multi‐member (Councillor) Wards because provide better representation than single member wards

This should be a no brainer. Furthermore I feel that having a single member in a ward is not in the public (or more
specifically) “voting public” or “electorates’” interest and could potentially be found to be disproportionate to their
Article 6 and 21 Rights. Why?

1. Having more than one Councillor representing an area means that a resident (working or living within that ward)
can receive a better/more responsive service

2. Encourages transparency and accountability in decision making and is more likely to deter corruption (esp. in
planning applications)

3. Availability of one’s representative is less limited by supply/demand and encourages multi‐skilled, teamwork,
delegation and cooperation between multi‐members as well as easing caseloads
1

Whilst one of the objectives of the review is to ensure “good electoral equality” the assessment appears to not take
into account specific needs of certain areas, such as (non‐exhaustive list):

‐

Levels of anti‐social behaviour

Numbers of households in need, and in particular sensitive cases involving children in need of support from their
‐
local authority and intervention by Councillors
‐

Levels of advice surgery use/encouraging local residents and businesses to address their concerns

A need for diverse representation in terms of gender, age and ethnicity and an inherent fact that multi‐member
‐
wards more likely to be reflective of the change/current demographics of a ward

Finally, and due to shortness of time, in the letter written to the CEO of Nottingham City Council 31st October 2017 it
states:

“We have sought to balance the criteria we must follow when drawing up recommendations, namely:
‐
To deliver electoral equality where each city councillor represents roughly the same number of electors as others
across the city.
‐

That the pattern of wards should, as far as possible, reflect the interests and identities of local communities.

‐

That the electoral arrangements should provide for effective and convenient local government.

Attempting to read the statutory criteria objectively there appears to be huge potential for there to be a conflict
between “electoral equality” and the pattern of wards being able to “reflect” the interests and identities of local
communities.

I’m also uncomfortable with the word “convenient” when referring to local government; convenient for whom? The
electorate, the Treasury or central government? Also from reading other submissions, there appears to be heavy focus
on raw electoral population stats and no emphasis on the needs (or type of needs) each area requires.

Overall, I’m disappointed with this process, the shortness of time to fully respond and lack of non‐party political
debate afforded to the public.
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Whilst the words of the review maybe written with good intentions, the actions of the Review, in my opinion, feel
undemocratic, authoritarian and convoluted.

However, I recognise I’m not an expert in such matters and would appreciate a response to the concerns raised within
my submission and recent (2017/18) examples of good practice within my local area where I am linked/resident not
only to Dunkirk and Lenton, but to the City, Arboretum, Radford and Park, Hyson Green and the Meadows via my
work.

Yours faithfully,

Mr. Ankunda J Matsiko
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Oluwayemisi Matthew-Okoromi
14 January 2018 03:26
reviews
RE- LGBC Boundary Review Proposal

To Whom it may concern
Dear sir/Ma,
I am writing as a constituent in Dale ward of Nottingham City Council against
the LGBC boundary review proposal.
To buttress my argument, I would like you to consider the following points:
1. Having more than one councillor representing my area (Dale Ward) to be precise, means
we get more responsive service and better representation.
2. Councillors in multi-member wards are able to work together as a team to share essential
duties and tasks.
3. Councillors in multi-member wards have a variety of skills, abilities and experience. Multi
member arrangements allow newer councillors to work alongside more experienced,
knowledgeable and time-served elected members.
4. Nottingham people have high expectations of their elected representatives and in the age
of electronic communication and social media the demands on councillors have increased
significantly. Contacts from residents can happen 24/7 and so the ability to share workload
with other elected colleagues is essential to meet these demands
5. All Nottingham residents deserve to have multiple council representatives to share in the
clear benefits of multi-member wards.

I therefore support the existing boundary because retaining the existing boundary keeps
community together. New boundaries would cause disruption and unnecessary cost to services
that are already struggling.
With these few points of mine, I hope I have been able to convince you that having new
boundaries in Nottingham city council will not promote integration of its communities which is its
aim as an authority.
Thank you.
Yours Faithfully
Oluwayemisi Matthew-Okoromi
Yemmie (For short)
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
23 January 2018 09:45
reviews
FW: Boundary Commission possible changes in Nottingham

Dan Carlsson-Hyslop
Review Officer
LGBCE
0330 500 1273
From: I MCFEE [mailt
Sent: 23 January 2018 09:38
To: Carlsson‐Hyslop, Dan <Dan.Carlsson‐Hyslop@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary Commission possible changes in Nottingham

Dear Sir or Madam
I think that the choice to keep Mapperley a triple member seat would be enormously positive for
the area. Apart from the one (ie one house) minor change proposed, I feel that the community
would benefit from the continuity afforded by the retention of the ward as a 'triple
member' constituency. There are many facets to the ward including conservation areas, areas of
wealth and poverty and we have a very diverse and vibrant community as a result.
Yours sincerely
Ian McFee
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alice McGregor
13 January 2018 06:28
reviews
Ward boundary changes

I live in Sherwood ward in Nottingham and believe no change is needed to the wards and any that might be involved
in making changes would be unnecessary and wasteful. The current boundaries represent local identities well and
meet the +/‐ 10% required.
Alice McGregor.
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Review Officer (Nottingham)
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London
SW1P 4QP

14 January 2018
Dear Nottingham City Review Officer
My wife has already sent a response and I would like to add mine to this.
As a long term resident of Old Lenton, I would like to suggest alternative
proposals for your ward boundary review which I believe could ensure more
convenient and effective local government whilst providing good electoral
equality.
As you can see I have given a lot of thought and research into the proposals
put forward.
I have comments to make about the current wards Wollaton East and Lenton
Abbey , Wollaton West, Dunkirk and Lenton, and Radford and Park. I have
examined the polling district data on your website.
I strongly disagree that Dunkirk and Lenton ward should be combined with
Wollaton East and Lenton Abbey. The areas do not share a common identity
and a combined area would not result in effective and convenient local
government. I also strongly disagree that the Park Estate should be a singlemember ward. A single-member ward can lead to poor governance in cases
of a single poor performing councillor.
Wollaton West and Wollaton East/ Lenton Abbey
The simple solution to Wollaton West and Wollaton East and Lenton Abbey is
to combine them into 2 2-councillor wards. Both wards share the same
characteristics:
Suburban, low-density housing built post-1920
access to good schools – all children in catchment for Fernwood
Secondary School
thriving local shops
wide open green tranquil spaces.
low crime rate.
Easy access to Wollaton Park and mostly situated around the 4 sides
of the Park.
Same Area Committee 7 for decision making and consultation with
public

One of the key arguments for keeping these wards together rather than
combining with wards with few or no similarities is the Council’s Area
Committee system. Wollaton East and Lenton Abbey and Wollaton West are
in the same Area Committee, known as Area 7. The Committee section is for
making decisions, discussing issues common to both wards and making
residents representatives aware of new initiatives and changes.
Combining both the Wollaton Wards and splitting roughly equally into 2 2councillor wards would result in the following:
Ward

Polling District

Electoral Forecast

Wollaton West

WOWA, WOWB, WOWC,
WOWD, WOWE

11,222

Wollaton East and
Lenton Abbey

WLAA, WLAB, WLAC,
WLAD, WLAE

4,771

TOTAL FOR BOTH
WOLLATON WARDS

15,993

AVERAGE FOR 2 2councillor WARDS

7,996

Variance for 2 2councillor wards

+ 4.1%

This variance of +4.1% would provide very good electoral equality.
Dunkirk and Lenton
Dunkirk and Lenton is combined in the Area Committee 4 with the Park
Estate, and other polling districts in Radford and Arboretum ward. Issues
which this area committee discusses frequently include night-time noise, fly
tipping and dirty streets and houses in multiple occupation. The postal code of
NG7 is characterised by being close to the City Centre and containing large,
older housing stock which in many cases is owned by private landlords and
rented to multiple occupants.
These issues have nothing in common with Wollaton or Lenton Abbey.
Other issues which Dunkirk and Lenton ward has in common with the Park
Estate but not with Wollaton East and Lenton Abbey are:
The two areas both have strong residents associations (The
Nottingham Park Residents Association www.parknews.co.uk) and the
Lenton Drives and Neighbours Residents Association. Both residents
associations take part in the same charity fundraising for the Lenton
Centre, a volunteer-run community and leisure/swimming centre.
Children who live in the Park Estate and who attend state school will
generally attend Edna G Olds Academy in Lenton or Dunkirk Primary.

There are two public rights of way linking the Park Estate with Lenton.
One of those joining Park Road with Lenton Road was officially
recognised at a public enquiry by an inspector appointed by the
Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs on
20/11/2013 (Ref FPS/Q3060/7/1).
The two areas also share the same concerns about planning and how
to resist conversion of family houses into houses of multiple occupancy
(HMO) .Since around 2000, both communities have been substantially
altered by the boom in private rented accommodation. The Park Estate
is estimated to have at least one third of properties privately rented,
whilst Dunkirk and Lenton is around 50%. The transience of
populations in private rented accommodation undermines the cohesion
and sustainability of the communities and should be addressed by joint
measures.
The two communities also share night-time noise concerns caused by
house parties in converted HMOs. The past 2 years has seen
combined campaigning by both communities to ask for more resources
to fight noise and ASB at night-time. Both communities are concerned
with the licencing of sales of alcohol which can affect ASB issues.
There is a Community Trigger in progress at the moment to look at
noise and low-level ASB and attended by residents in Lenton and the
Park Estate who have been affected by the problems.
The communities also have conservation areas in common. The Park
Estate is one large conservation area which was designated in 1987
whilst Lenton contains 2 conservation areas: New Lenton (designated
1976) and Old Lenton (designated 1978).
Geographically there are other strong ties: both communities are boarded by
the Derby Road (an ancient track, now a major arterial route) on one side and
the Nottingham Canal (constructed 1790s) on the other.
Both areas are urban with strong identities. The Park Estate has its own
company to take care of the streets and gas lighting, Lenton has its own
independent cinema and volunteer-run historic swimming pool.
I propose you join Dunkirk/Lenton, The Park Estate and the City Centre into a
3-councillor ward as such:
Ward

Polling District

Electoral Forecast

Dunkirk & Lenton

DUNA, DUNB, DUNC

5,370

Radford & Park

RPAF

3,296

Bridge

BRIB

3,423

Total for 3 member ward

12,089

Variance for a 3-member
ward

+4.9%

A variance of +4.9% would provide an excellent electoral equality and join
together polling districts which are set to see unprecedented increases in
electors and changes to their demographics over the coming 6 years. Local
councillors will be able to concentrate expertise on licensing, transient
populations and ASB.
I look forward to hearing from you
Yours sincerely,
Bernard J McGuirk

Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Elizabeth McGuirk
10 January 2018 01:21
reviews
Proposed new Lenton and Wollaton East Ward

Re boundary commission proposals.
Dear sir/madam,
I am a local resident in the Lenton area of Nottingham and have now had the opportunity to read
of the proposed new ward.
Whilst there are points where I can see improvements I am very concerned about 2 proposals in
particular.
1. The use of the registered electors and not population.
I live in the midst of a student community and know that registration is often at the last minute
with this group - for them to be potentially excluded does not seem democratic. Population
numbers seem fairer and certainly more democratic.
2. Reduction of Councillors to single member.
As a family who has seen the benefits of having two members in this diverse community I
think that it is a backward step to only have one member. What happens if one is ill; if there
are a number of complex issues to deal with etc
Also Nottingham is a large city and other similar big cities would appear to have multi
members.
I do hope that my comments are noted and look forward to hearing a positive outcome.
Yours sincerely,
Elizabeth McGuirk

Sent from my iPad
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lesley McHenry
31 December 2017 13:58
reviews
Wollaton West

Hello

Re: Boundary review and Wollaton West

I am pleased to see that the Boundary review has confirmed that Wollaton West should remain with its
current boundary, represented by three councillors. Retaining the boundary will reinforce the sense of
identity and community which has been nurtured for many years by the residents. Also, keeping a team of
councillors means that the people working for the area are more likely to represent a broad swath of those
residents. I feel that it is important that when we look at our local representatives we somehow see
ourselves reflected in them.
Regards

Lesley McHenry
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

15 January 2018 15:59
reviews
Local Government Boundary Proposals

Review Officer for Nottingham
I have lived in The Park Estate for the past 36 years. I see The Park as a residential part of Nottingham City. There
are no shops nor busses within the Park. It is a very small area. I have to go outside the Park to catch a bus on Derby
Road: in order to buy the daily paper in the city, to socialize with friends at one of the bookshop cafes, indeed to go
to Mass. Such places are within walking distance, of course, when I am feeling well, as are the theatres and
Concert Hall, venues which I frequent. I need to take a bus for appointments @ Queen’s Medical Centre and to
attend WEA lectures ‐ vital towards sustaining mental health – at the Mechanics Institute in the City.
The Park Estate is not a self‐contained unit. It could not even be a viable ghetto. I am satisfied with the current
arrangement where the Park Estate is part of a wider area with facilities.
The electoral area for The Park residents must include other Nottingham City Centre areas.
Sincerely,
Kate Mc Mahon Moughtin,

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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City of Nottingham
Personal Details:
Name:

Steve Meakin

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Put your time and effort into things that really really matter like the nhs,police,fire
service ,this is just another waste of time and money if you can't do your jobs properly
go find another!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

City of Nottingham
Personal Details:
Name:

Steve Meakin

E-mail:
Postcode:
Organisation Name:

Comment text:
Put your time and effort into things that really really matter like the nhs,police,fire
service ,this is just another waste of time and money if you can't do your jobs properly
go find another!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Response to proposed 2023 Nottingham City ward boundary changes
I am a resident of Clifton in the City of Nottingham and concerned about the proposed ward
boundary changes to Clifton North and South because I think that they are flawed and a
possible cause of community division in the future.
The Local Government Boundary Commission for England considers that by equalising the
number of electors each Councillor represents it will improve electoral equality. What does
this mean? Will it make better local government – how? Surely, it is more equal if you
counted the number of citizens each Councillor represented rather than the number of
electors! There are many reasons why people choose not to register for voting or are
ineligible through age, nationality or circumstance. However, all are affected by local
government decisions who may contact their council and should be included for equality.
Boundary changes should not be Political – what happened to representation of the people?
– ALL the people!
Secondly, the Local Government Boundary Commission for England says that it reflects
community identity. I found it very difficult to understand how this is arrived at. Examples
are given about geographic features and facilities like shopping opportunities. How do they
give a community identity? Where is your consideration for community cohesion? What do
you consider will be implemented in the Local Development Plan? You recognise local areas
like Barton Lane but where is your description of CSaW’s identity? CeeSaW – Clifton,
Silverdale and Wilford is made up of several pockets of local residents who campaign for
various reasons. Local Councillors work hard for community cohesion among all residents –
not just for voters! Voters do not make the community identity – using electoral statistics in
your determination is a travesty of community consideration. CSaW has developed together
since the 1950’s. It should be counted as one community with boundary lines drawn up by
streets not broad strokes of the pen! Using boundaries like the A453 Remembrance Way is
divisive to the local communities. What is LGBCE’s reasoning for such recommendations?
My proposal is that boundary changes should be tweaked not radically changed from
existing wards.
Thirdly, I do not understand how this review will provide for effective and convenient local
government which is an improvement from current norms. How will the proposed boundary
changes make local government better?
Overall, I think that that the proposed Nottingham City Ward boundary changes for Clifton
and the City as a whole are divisive and not community cohesive! LGBCE’s remit and
consideration guidelines are flawed and imprecise. It’s remit for equality is to be strived for
– but there is too much inequality in this world to expect these draft changes to make the
difference! National Government has cut Nottingham City funding continuously over recent
years and continues to do so. I think that these draft ward changes are only for saving
money. I cannot support the draft proposals constructively.
Robert Leszek Michalak, 14/01/2018

Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

ian michell
11 January 2018 11:44
reviews
Boundary Commission Review: Aspley Ward, Nottingham - North

th January, 2018
Dear Boundary Commission,
DO NOT CHANGE THIS WARD. This ward is a strong local community. There is no need to make
any changes to Aspley and I am very happy that has remained the same. It is important to ensure
that services are still able to operate in the areas they are used to. If this changes, especially with
all these cuts, I expect this will cost our local services huge amounts of money.
It is better for everyone to keep all wards identical to what they were. I feel any changes are
unneccesary.
Yours sincerely,
Ian Michell
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Angie Mindel
22 January 2018 19:30
reviews
Re: Boundary review

I was responding to the boundary review for Nottingham City ‐ I cant see any reference number. I was told that the
closing date had been extended for an extra week, closing tomorrow, but apparently not. My link was
to https://consultation.lgbce.org.uk/have‐your‐say/9774?bbox=444344,330090,467819,349740 but it just gave an
error message.
If you can add it in, this was my submission:
I am happy for there to be minimal changes to Sherwood Ward where I live as the system works well as it is, and
won’t incur costs of changes or disruption. I hope this proposal is retained.
I am opposed to and concerned by the idea of single member wards elsewhere. They go against community
cohesion by not allowing broader representation of a diverse population, will unnecessarily introduce barriers to the
local populations and will further alienate people from the political process if they don’t feel represented by a single
councillor.
A single member will also not have any cover for illness or other unavoidable absence, leaving its residents with no
one to represent them for what could be a prolonged period. There should be reconsideration of splitting off
Arboretum from Hyson Green for these reasons as well as the fact that these areas are linked by the tram, the
Forest Recreation Ground as well as community links such as Mary Potter Health Centre and places of worship.
I am particularly opposed to the proposal of creating a single member ward of The Park, which would appear to lead
to Park Estate residents being able to dominate physically and socially over the ‘add‐ons’ who inevitably won’t feel
properly represented. We should be doing everything we can to encourage social cohesion rather than segregation.
Thanks
Angie Mindel

On 22 Jan 2018, at 15:45, reviews <reviews@lgbce.org.uk> wrote:
Dear Angie,
Please could you advise which review (location) you are referring to and where you are trying to
submit your response?
Kind Regards,
Lucy Porter
‐
Lucy Porter
Review Assistant
LGBCE
14th Floor Millbank Tower
London SW1P 4QP
0330 500 1291
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
22 January 2018 09:53
reviews
FW: Boundary changes.

Dan Carlsson-Hyslop
Review Officer
LGBCE
0330 500 1273
From: Akile Mohammed
Sent: 21 January 2018 07:44
To: Carlsson‐Hyslop, Dan <Dan.Carlsson‐Hyslop@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary changes.

Mapperley #5
I am writing to express my disgust at the alterations being made to parts of Nottingham City. Our current boundaries have been used for well over a decade
and are still perfectly fine.
Why do you want to create such a mess of wards in Nottingham South which vary from single-member to multi-member wards? It creates a mess to govern
over and will add unnecessary difficulties for local councillors and residents!
Why can’t you keep the boundaries as they were? If you are forced to make certain changes you could at least keep seats multi-member. It feels bizarre that
you would want to lessen the choice people locally have with their councillors. It really isn’t great for that ward or for Nottingham in general.

Regards
Akile Mohammed
Mapperley Park
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Arthur Moore
08 January 2018 11:55
reviews
Review of Nottingham City Ward Boundaries (Park Estate)

To: The Review Officer, Local Government Boundary Commission for England
Concerning: Proposed boundary changes in Nottingham (Park Estate area)
Dear Sir,

We have received a letter from three Nottingham City Labour Councillors trying to influence
the outcome of proposed boundary changes for the Park Estate area of Nottingham.
These councillors propose a multi-member ‘Castle Ward’ to include the Park Estate, Castle
Boulevard, Castle Marina and parts of Nottingham City Centre.

The Park Estate is unique in its Conservation Area status and has little demographic, or social
connection with these other areas.
The Park Estate should be a separate ward, as this is the only way that the unique nature of
the Estate and its residents can be properly represented on Nottingham City Council.
Yours faithfully,
Arthur Moore
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City of Nottingham
Personal Details:
Name:

E-mail:

Mrs Hilary and Mr Arthur Moore

Postcode:

Organisation Name:

Comment text:

We think that the proposed Park ward is an excellent idea. The Park is very different to the
surrounding areas and can only be properly represented as a separate ward. Hope you
succeed in this proposal .

Uploaded Documents:
None Uploaded

Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Arthur Moore
08 January 2018 15:00
reviews
Review of Nottingham City Ward Boundaries (Park Estate)

Dear Sir,
We have received a letter from three Nottingham City Labour Councillors trying to influence the outcome of
proposed boundary changes for the Park Estate area of Nottingham.
The letter proposes a multi-member ‘Castle Ward’ to include the Park Estate, Castle Boulevard, Castle
Marina and parts of Nottingham City Centre.
We feel the Park Estate is unique in its Conservation Area status and has little demographic, or social
connection with these other areas.
We believe the Park Estate should be a separate ward, as this is the only way that the unique nature of the
Estate and its residents can be properly represented on Nottingham City Council.
Yours faithfully,
Hilary Moore
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
22 January 2018 15:02
reviews
FW: Boundary Submission

Dan Carlsson-Hyslop
Review Officer
LGBCE
0330 500 1273
From: John Morris [mailt
Sent: 22 January 2018 15:02
To: Carlsson‐Hyslop, Dan <Dan.Carlsson‐Hyslop@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary Submission

Dear Dan,

The link I've been provided with doesn't work and I'm informed the deadline is 9am tomorrow.

Please see my submission below:

Best wishes,
John Morris

‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Dear Boundary Commission,

I am a resident in Radford and Park and am writing in to share my thoughts on the boundary proposals.

1

I would like to firstly state that I support keeping as much of Nottingham as similar to what it was.
Nottingham already has strong boundaries and although you keep to keep them within the correct
electoral variance I do not feel that significant changes are required. I feel in order to keep communities
and wards strong the existing boundaries, where possible should be kept.

My issues within Radford and Park are:

1) The top part of Radford has been chopped off and added to Hyson Green. Radford is as clear a
community as the Park and yet it does not seem to have had the same care put into retaining the
community as the better off area. That bit that has been added to Hyson Green is Radford.
2) The Park has been removed and been made into a single member ward. Now the Park shares a lot of
resources with the surrounding areas. There aren't any shops in the Park so residents have to go onto
Derby Road to use those. The Park shares transports links with Radford too along the same road. If it is not
possible to return the area to the Park, it should be combined with the city to create a two‐member ward.

I am also very much against single‐member wards within Nottingham. With how much is expected from
Councillor and how difficult it is to be a Portfolio holder and Councillor by yourself I would like to strongly
suggest single member wards are abandoned.

Combine The Arboretum with Radford. Combine the Park and the city. Combine the remaining two
Meadows wards.

Best wishes,

John
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14th January 2018
The Review Officer (Nottingham)
Local Government Boundary Commission
Submission by James Clifford Moughtin (Emeritus Professor, the University of Nottingham)
I have lived in The Park, Nottingham for the last 38 years. Although, The Park itself has a
distinct physical boundary and is designated as a Conservation Area I do not and never have
considered it my community. For me the shopping area on Derby road with its barber’s shop
and delicatessen is integral to my daily life as is the city centre with its theatres, cinemas, local
public houses, museums and art galleries. I am a member of the Nottingham Artists Society
which I attend 2 or 3 times a week. I also attend the Broadway Cinema and the Lace‐market
theatre very often. Such activities are community affairs and much more than the attendance
at a performance. Attending courses at the WEA is my lifeblood. My community is The City
Centre, and not The Park. The Park is where I live and nothing more. I would like the
boundaries of my electoral ward to be wider than the narrow physical space in which my
home is located; it should reflect my wider community activities.
I have given these personal details because I believe the analyses on which you will base your
final conclusions about electoral boundaries should be influenced by the actual daily
community activities of those who will vote for their political representatives. I give my
personal community connections, not because they are more important than those of others,
but as an example. Incidentally I think there may be many more people living in the Park with
similar activity patterns to mine.
In summary I think the electoral boundary for this part of Nottingham should be wider than
The Park and reflect more closely the lifestyle of city centre people by including other city
centre areas.
I wish you well in your difficult deliberations.
With best wishes, Cliff Moughtin.

Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Richard Newsome
06 January 2018 11:24
reviews
Proposed boundary changes in Nottingham City

To the Review Officer (Nottingham),

I am writing with reference to the proposed changes to ward boundaries and ward representation in Nottingham
City. As a long-term resident of Nottingham, I am concerned that the proposal with unfairly reduce the
representation of residents in and around The Park area of Nottingham. The area makes a huge contribution to the
wellbeing and vibrancy of one of the country's leading city centres, and reducing representation to one councillor
only will undoubtedly diminish that value over time.
I understand that the local Labour Party have tabled a revised proposal to create a multi-member Castle Ward and
would urge you to give this both consideration and support.
Many thanks
Richard Newsome
Right-click or tap and hold here
to download pictures. To help
protect y our priv acy , Outlook
prev ented au tomatic download
of this picture from the Internet.

Virus-free. www.avg.com
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ahmad Noor
20 December 2017 11:39
reviews
Nottingham ward boundaries review

To whom it may concern,

As a Lenton/Dunkirk resident I reject your blatant gerrymandering of the ward boundaries for political
purposes to favour the Conservative party for the following reasons:
Multi-member wards provide better representation

1.Having more than one Councillor representing your area means that you get a more responsive
service. If a Councillor is unwell or away on leave or is out of action for any reason, other Councillors in
your area can pick up their work and cover:
• residents association meetings
• advice surgeries

• council committees (where decisions are made that affect your local area)
• cases, on behalf of local residents

• public meetings and public consultation events

• ward walks with council staff and officers from partner agencies such as Nottinghamshire Police and
Nottingham City Homes

2,Multi-member wards are more likely to deliver diverse representation in terms of the gender, ethnicity
and age of Councillors.
3.Councillors in multi-member wards are able to work together as a team to share essential duties and
tasks. This is essential for candidates and elected representatives where mobility is an issue or use of a
vehicle. For example, with single-member ward arrangements access to high rise buildings can be a
significant barrier.

4.Councillors in multi-member wards have a variety of skills, abilities and experience. Multi-member
arrangements allow newer Councillors to work alongside more experienced, knowledgeable, time-served
elected members. This ‘ward team’ set up ultimately lends itself to better service to residents.
5.The commission have proposed multi-member arrangements for 18/23 of their proposed wards,
suggesting they accept their value and importance for better local representation.

6.Other ‘Core Cities’ such as Manchester, Sheffield, Newcastle and Leeds have had all multi-member wards
proposed in their boundary reviews, again suggesting the commission recognises their benefits.
1

7.Nottingham people have high expectations of their elected representatives and in the age of electronic
communication and social media the demands on Councillors have increased significantly. Contacts from
residents can happen 24/7 and so the ability to share workload with other elected colleagues is essential
to meet these demands.

8. All Nottingham residents deserve to have multiple council representatives to share in the clear benefits
of multi-member wards.
Arguments for the Lenton and Wollaton East Ward
1. The proposed Wollaton East and Lenton boundaryrespects the organising structure of Council partners
such as the police, broadly encompassing their beats includingthe Hillside Operational Beat which
currently cuts across both existing boundaries.
2. The Council’s proposed boundaries also falls in line with the Commissions requirement of electoral
variance being within + or – 10% by 2023.

3. The current proposal is a minimal change option whilst satisfying the elector numbers and the allowed
variance.
4. The 2 current wards are undoubtedly physically dominated by the Queens Medical Centre and the
University of Nottingham campuses. To bring the surrounding areas together within one ward boundary
therefore makes sense as elected representatives share an interest in these important sites.
5. Community amenities such as local parks at Highfields and Dunkirk Primary School are used by residents
from Dunkirk, Lenton Abbey and Lenton.
Mr A Noor
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
18 January 2018 17:25
reviews
FW: Boundary review submission

For Nottingham.
Dan Carlsson-Hyslop
Review Officer
LGBCE
0330 500 1273
From: Alex Nowicki [mailto
Sent: 18 January 2018 17:14
To: Carlsson‐Hyslop, Dan <Dan.Carlsson‐Hyslop@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Boundary review submission
Hi Dan,
I tried to submit on the boundary commission website but it kept showing as an error. John Morris said to email you
my submission so here it is :

I believe that multi‐member wards benefit each constituent and their councillors in turn. In cases of illness, leave
and other personal commitments someone can cover and ensure representation is not broken up or fragmented but
consistent as it should be. Multi‐member wards also ensures someone is always able to be contacted and increases
availability of councillors. Furthermore, council committees will always have at least one of your Councillors present
and voting.
Multi‐member wards share the burden of responsibility for vast swathes of the population amongst a variety
councillors. Moreover, constituency work in wards is more likely to be able to be completed as there are more
councillors to tackle the issues their residents are facing.
I have lived in Nottingham my whole life and i very firmly believe that combining Wollaton East and Lenton Abbey
with Dunkirk and Lenton is absolutely best for the area.
Kind regards, Alex Nowicki

My address is
Hope you are well and thank you for your time,
Alex
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Safiya
14 January 2018 17:34
reviews
Boundary Review Consultation

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am a resident of the city of Nottingham who is perplexed and worried by the changes to our
boundaries being proposed by the LGBCE.
Why, in this time of biting austerity, is the LGBCE gratuitously squandering public money? The changes
make no sense at all. Gouncils are severely cash‐strapped. As many of our public services are based around
existing boundaries, it is obvious that implementation of your proposals would cause considerable
disruption to, and incur needless expense for, our already cash‐starved services.
Our current multi‐member wards provide constituents with excellent access to their councillors. It also
enables them to work as a task‐sharing team whose different talents, skill‐sets, and experiences enhance
the service they give to the community. Currently my ward (Mapperley) enjoys diverse representation in
terms of gender and ethnicity.
The notion of one‐councillor wards is preposterous. How could any single mortal take on such a time
consuming role and be available 24/7? Just like other human beings, councillors can become ill or have
family emergencies which have to be prioritised. If a councillor is not to become burnt out she or he
requires periods of leave. I note that the LGBCE has has proposed multi‐member wards for cities
comparable to Nottingham, such as Leeds, Sheffield and Manchester. This indicates that the LGBCE is well
aware of the benefits of having multi‐member wards and is perversely choosing to deny the people of
Nottingham such benefits. Why?
Yours truly,
Safiya
Patricia O'Donnell
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sheila Owen
07 January 2018 11:04
reviews
Ward Boundary Review Nottingham

Dear Commission
As a resident of Nottingham City, living in what could be the new "The Park" ward, and having
read the report with care, I want to record my support for all the proposed changes for Nottingham
City boundaries.
I understand the views of those who are expressing concern about the pressures on onecouncillor wards, but believe that the dangers of there being occasional non-representation in
such wards through, for eg illness, are outweighed by the greater equality that the changes to
more representative wards bring. Ensuring that more voices are heard is an essential element of
democracy, and the political imbalance in this city has to concern anyone who values democracy,
irrespective of their political allegiance.
I would also like to record my respect for the thoroughness with which this review appears to have
been undertaken.
Yours sincerely,
Sheila Owen
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Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carlsson-Hyslop, Dan
22 January 2018 09:53
reviews
FW: Mapperley Ward, Nottingham

Dan Carlsson-Hyslop
Review Officer
LGBCE
0330 500 1273
From: Lisa Oyaide‐Nicholls [
Sent: 21 January 2018 06:16
To: Carlsson‐Hyslop, Dan <Dan.Carlsson‐Hyslop@lgbce.org.uk>
Subject: Mapperley Ward, Nottingham

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am sending this email to register my support on the proposal to keep Mapperley a strong ward and to retain the
three councillors within the ward.
I understand that the electoral number remains within the variance allowed and it works well in this local area,
maintaining its strong cultural and historical bond and its community feel. In fact, the ward of Mapperley has a
history dating back to the 17th Century. It’s local park and the shops are used by all parts of this area and it is a
distinct area with distinct issues.
I fear that splitting the ward or assimilating parts of it to other wards will diminish our uniqueness and without
our three councillors the area will be harder to manage.
I hope that the final recommendations leave Mapperley the way it currently stands with its three councillors.
Kind regards,

Mrs Lisa Oyaide‐Nicholls

Kind Regards,
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